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Overview (1)
COVID Situation in SELVAS and Korea

We know that COVID-19 has ramped up again almost everywhere. Korea is no
exception. Recently we have commonly added between 1500 and 2000 cases
per day. The Korean government raise the restriction level to the highest, so
people cannot stay out long or in large groups. All the restaurants, coffee shops,
gyms, etc., cannot remain open after 9 or 10 pm.
This put us on high alert, but the increase in cases made us realize that we must
abide the safety guidelines. All SELVAS members check their temperature and
any symptoms every day before entering the company.
We also wear masks while working in the o ce, and eat in shifts, so that fewer
of us are gathered in the cafeteria at once. Sanitizer can be found at all the
entrances and on many of our desks as well.
These kinds of actions have served as effective preventative measures, as none
of our 200 employees have yet contracted COVID. SELVAS also supports and
incentives its employees to get vaccinated by offering them a bit of time away to
recover after each shot.
We sincerely hope that things will return to normal soon, and that we are able to
visit each other in person next year.

Overview (2)
Thanksgiving in Korea

The Chuseok holiday, commonly referred to in English as the Korean
Thanksgiving, was September 20th to 22nd in Korea. Chuseok is an annual
celebration of the harvest, which Koreans attribute to blessings of their
ancestors. Chuseok is most popularly celebrated by sharing a feast with family
of traditional food such as songpyeon.
Korean thanks giving is the second biggest holiday in Korea, and all SELVAS
members had a nice break during the holiday.
Unfortunately, due to COVID concerns and restrictions, even family
celebrations were limited this year. We really hope we can have a normal
holiday next year.
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BrailleSense 6

Expending our presence

As you likely know, HIMS launched the
very powerful BrailleSense 6. In this
chapter, I would like to share brief info
about our product, and what users
can do with our BrailleSense 6.

HIMS has launched additional media
platforms to help support our valuable
partners and customers.

BrailleSense 6,
the most powerful braille device on the market!

As you likely know, In June of this year, HIMS launched the very popular, very
powerful BrailleSense 6. Running Android 10, the BrailleSense 6 offers
unprecedented integrated Braille access to modern apps, including the most
common apps used in education, work and home.
We are grati ed to have received so much positive feedback regarding
BrailleSense 6. One of the most popular features is the inclusion of 4 USB ports,
allowing connection of a variety of peripherals and accessories, enhancing and
maximizing the productivity of the BS6.
Users also appreciate the increase in storage from Polaris, as well as the muchimproved speed and performance, and more comfortable and responsive
keyboard. New apps like BookShare Download, database Manager and Web
radio ensure you stay organized, informed and entertained.
Pre-installed dictionaries in US and UK English, Italian, Spanish and French,
enhance your writing skills and multi-lingual education. And, we’re just getting
started. Look for many additional programs and enhancements before the end
of the year.
If you want to know more about, or are interested in purchasing BrailleSense 6,
please write to us at hims@selvashc.com, or contact your nearest HIMS dealer!
HIMS has also launched a YouTube channel and Podcast to help support users
of BrailleSense 6 and to share global perspectives of blindness and HIMS
products.
We’ll talk more about the Podcast and YouTube channel in the next section.

HIMS YouTube and Podcasts

Check out HIMS YouTube and Podcasts!
YouTube and podcast media have been popular for years, but have especially
exploded with the pandemic, as more people are interacting in a virtual space.
And HIMS is also following the trend, and releasing much more media content
than in recent years. We know many of you are already familiar with this
content, but we want to take a moment to summarize what we’ve been doing for
those who may not yet know.
First, on our HIMS YouTube channel, we now have 46 videos, the large majority
of which are focused on the BrailleSense 6. Here are just a few of the more
recent and popular selections:

(1) New Features (https://youtu.be/LQCOaaMJoB0)
This video summarizes and demonstrates several of the new apps introduced
in BrailleSense 6.

(2) YouTube and Netflix (https://youtu.be/PDWOrMXeToU)
Many of you love Netflix, and videos from YouTube. Both are completely
accessible with BrailleSense 6. Whether you’re studying, watching a movie, or
listening to music, curl up in a chair with BrailleSense 6 and enjoy.

We have also recently started a podcast called “SenseCast”!
(3) SENSECAST (https://anchor.fm/hims)
There are currently just a few episodes, but we will upload new content often.
This cast features, not only HIMS product content, but also conversations with
our partners around the world to gain additional perspective on how our
products are used in different markets, and the varying perspectives on
blindness in other cultures. One of our recent episodes demos audio
accessories that can be used with BrailleSense 6, and features 19 different
products in the show notes.
If interested, please check the link below.
https://anchor.fm/hims/episodes/Sensecast_Episode-3-e175r97

